
 

  

 

Oxford adventures 
 

Dear White Rock Baptist Church Family,        November 2014 

 

Julie and I wanted to write you before Christmas and update you on our Oxford adventures. And what an adventure it has 

been! As you know, I was completing a Master of Studies here last year while commuting back to White Rock between 

terms to be with Julie and the kids. But we all departed YVR on August 28th, thus commencing our adventures in Oxford 

as a family in order that I might engage a three year doctoral program in theology. Let us share the adventure with you! 

 

Vancouver to oxford 
I don’t know that I will ever forget the visual of Abigail, our then five year old 

middle child, pushing through Gatwick airport a luggage cart piled higher than her. 

Given the number of cases, it was all hands on deck. The kids had barely slept a wink 

on the nine hour flight, but their attitudes were remarkably positive. 

 

It was on the bus from Gatwick to Oxford that excited eyelids 

finally tapped out under the weight of slumber. I was sure to start 

my attempts at waking about twenty minutes before arrival at the 

Oxford bus station, and needed every minute! Unexpectedly, the 

greatest logistical challenge of the trip was getting 6 full-size suitcases, 5 carry-ons, and 3 kids the 100 

yard distance from the bus station to where the cabs que up – without a cart and without abandoning 

kid or case. Thankfully, some lookers-on were touched by gentle tears from tired eyes and gave me a 

hand piling us into two cabs, one with luggage and one with people, which saw us to our new home.  

 

our new home 
As the cabs pulled away, leaving us and our awkward mound of worldly possessions standing 

conspicuously outside our new address, our neighbour rushed out to greet us. Bea had our keys 

and helped us into our new place. She then brought us out a proper British cup of tea and, 

given the 15 hours of travel prior by plane, bus, and cab, it was surely the most delicious drink 

I have ever taken down – and that in about 10 seconds! 

 

We entered our semi-detached home to discover more signs of hospitality. Wycliffe Hall, 

my college at Oxford, matches new international students with more established couples 

who act as their hosts. Ours had worked with their church and our landlords to have our 

home largely furnished before our arrival. Not only were there lovely beds in each room 

when I had thought we would be sleeping on air mattresses while I scrounged around for 

beds, but there was also a dining table with chairs, a living room couch and chairs, and a 

desk. Spanning the living room headspace was a banner that said, “Welcome Turnbulls!” 

 

 



settling in 
Very soon after our arrival, we were delighted to use the hospitality we were shown to 

welcome family and friends into our new home. Monre and Karien Bester, our good 

friends from WRBC, stayed with us for a few nights. And my dad and his lovely wife 

Michelle were able to visit us also. Our Irish friends from WRBC, Gerald and Glynis, 

also flew the family into Dublin for a visit over the kids’ October school break. It helped 

ease the shock of being in a new culture to have these loved ones bring a sense of home 

away from home for our family. Our guests also allowed me to play the tour guide and 

try my hand at “punting” – a dangerous prospect indeed! So don’t hesitate to pay us a 

visit. Monre and Karien can testify that they slept well and didn’t get (very) wet! 

 

We are attending St. Ebbe’s in the heart of Oxford – a vibrant evangelical Anglican church. The 4:30pm service is our 

home, a younger church plant that has a meal afterwards and includes a number of Oxford’s homeless people at both the 

service and the meal. It has been heartening to finally feel settled in a local church. Another encouraging aspect of our 

transition has been how well the children have adapted. We do not have a car here, so Judah and Abigail cycle to their 

new school with either mom or dad. Anna is also provided with 15 hours of nursery a week. We have been deeply 

impressed with each of their teachers and they all have made friends very quickly. Judah had to skip a grade because they 

reckon the age break differently here, but he has done very well. Abigail is the only one in our family who has adopted the 

English accent thus far. It happened almost instantly for her. Can you hear her say “Daddy” in proper English?  

 

Though the kids have amazed me, Julie is the real hero of our family in transition. Adapting to a 

new home has enough challenges of its own, let alone a new home in a new country with no 

vehicle and no family support nearby. But not only has she adapted to the new culture, she also 

has been confronted with the transition from full-time mom to now looking for employment. 

The limited government provision of nursery care for Anna has freed Julie for some work, a 

challenge that she has embraced with courage. She suffered some setbacks in this area as the 

first two jobs she was offered gave either too few hours, or wanted to pay her under the table. 

But she persisted through that and now has two very part-time jobs that she feels quite good 

about. I also obtained work as a tour guide around Oxford, which I then had to decline when 

they too wanted to frame our relationship as “self-employed” – a violation of my student visa. 

So we’ve had some setbacks, but on the whole, it is impressive how quickly we have settled. 

 

The project 
“Any time for studying with all this settling in, Andrew?” You are justified in the asking! 

Thankfully, we arrived a full month before the Oxford term began in early October, and the 

doctoral program is much more of a marathon than the Master of Studies sprint I ran last year. 

But my research is gradually gaining direction as I have met with my supervisor throughout this 

first term. His name is Graham Ward, the Regius Professor of Divinity in Oxford (i.e. the head 

of the theology faculty for the university). I am focusing on key questions in contemporary 

epistemology – the branch of philosophy which asks how we know what we know – from a 

biblical and theological perspective. Specifically, I am exploring how we gain knowledge from 

the “testimony” of others every day, with an eye to deepening our understanding of how we can gain knowledge of God 

via his gracious “testimony” to himself amidst the plurality of competing religious voices today. 

 

Please Pray 
As you can see, we are amazed at God’s intimate provision for us along this journey. We 

definitely feel out on a limb with him, but also that we are at the center of his will for us. 

So please thank him with us for walking us into this challenging but richly rewarding 

Oxford adventure. Pray that his peace would continue to rest on our home in transition, 

for financial provision for the New Year, and for us to step into the fullness of God’s 

kingdom purposes for us here in Oxford. We are praying for you as well, especially for 

those in our WRBC family whose spouses passed recently. With you in Christ, Andrew. 

Be in touch! andrew.turnbull@theology.ox.ac.uk / 9 Peel Place, Oxford, UK, OX1 4UT / 44 07454 818121 / Also, look Andrew up on Facebook. 


